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The decimation filter plays significant roles in the short time DFT Hilbert Trans-
formers. While the longer windows introduces the sharper cut-off characteristics， on the 
other hand， such longer windows introduce the longer delay in th巴response.Therefore， 
the decimation filters with sharp cut-off response have been keenly investigated to reduc巴
the window length. 
This paper shows a decimation filter optimized by the steepest gradient method in 
the mean of minimizing maximum ripple on the passband. 
L Introduction ふ(η)= ~ x(r)ω(n-r)T丸一kr
γ= ∞ 
integer k is0豆k<N.
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The decimation filters play important roles in 
the short time DFT (ab. in ST-DFT) on the practi 
cal stage of digital signal processing related to the 
instantaneous spectrum analysis(1). The longer 
window promises the sharper cut-off characteris-
tics in the frequency response in contrast with th巴
longer delay in the signal processing. In addition 
to the processing delay， the long frame window 
yields complexity in implementations of circuit. 
Here， x(r) is an input signal data at sampling 
time r， w ( *) is a window function， and l九krare 
the ST-DFT Hilbert transform operators defined 
On the other hand， the shorter window prom-
ises the quick response in signal processing in 
contrast with losing the sharpness of cut-off 
response on the frequency domain<2). However， 
the Chebyshev characteristics will rel巴asethe 
frequency response from losing sharpness. That 
is， the well-controlled scattering ripples on the 
passband of the window introduce existence of an 
optimization for the decimation filt巴r.
2. ST-DFT Hilbert Transformers 
The ST-DFT gives the instantaneous sp巴c-
trum， <T(n)， at sampling time n as follows(1)， 
吾(n)= [4>0 (n);Tl (n)…ι-1 (n)]T (1) 
Here， the frequency componentι〔η)of吾(n)is 
given as follows， 
as follows， 
exp{ -j(2πkr/N十π/2)}， 
if 0くk<N/2
WN-kr = i exp[j{27l'(N -k)r/N +π/2} ] (3) 
= exp{ -j(27l'kr/N π/2) }，
if N /2<kくN
0， ifk = 0， N /2. 
Output signals of ST-DFT Hilbert trans-
formers at sampling time n， y (n)， are given by the 
inverse ST-DFT as follows， 
_ N-l 
y(n) =すT~ (h(n)叫 kn
k=O 
WNkn = exp(j27l'kn/ N) (4) 
The window function， w ( * )， in Eq. 2 plays 
roles of the decimation filter in the ST-DFT. 
3. Constri.ct Conditions 
Existence of the ST-DFT gives the decima-
tion filter，ω(*)， the constrict conditions as fol-
lows， 
(1， if q is zero， 
(qN)= j 
立に0，if q is non-zero integer 
Here， N is number of fram巴sampl巴s.
Nyquist filter， h(n)， 
h(n) = sin(nπ/N)/(nπ/N)， 
-mN/2-;;'_n三五mN/2. (6) 
is， hereafter， employed as decimation filter of 
ST-DFT， because h (n) also satisfies Eq. 5. Here， 
m means the window frame number. 
Figur巴 1(a) shows that the product sum of 
every ιth point of frame converge to unity when 
frame number of N yquist filter increas巴s.Th巴
frequency responses are shown in Fig. 1 (b) as 
taking a frame number of Nyquist filter as param-
eters. The infinit巴 Nyquistwindow function in 
which the product sums of every i-th point 
becomes unity has ideal frequency response as 
shown in Fig. 1 (b). Such， decimation filt巴rsas its 
prodict sum of every i-th point being unity are 
seemd to act as ideal filters 
Therefore， th巴 constrictcondition of being 
unity gives decimation filter，ω(η)， following con-
dition， 
m/2ー 1
~ w(lN+i) =1， 
1=~m/2 
o d32 
radi乱nfrequency 
(b) 
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Characteristics of Nyquist filter with 
frame sample number N = 32 and m 
frame number. (a) product sum of i-th 
point. (b) Frequency response 
Fig.1 
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The optimization of decimation filter is 
requir巴dto do under both constraints Eqs. 5 and 7. 
Initial valueXo of the optimization set to 
equal those of truncated Nyquist filter. 
X日ェ [h(-mN /2)h( -mN /2+ 1) 
…h(O)... h(mN /2) F (8) 
In the first step， Nyquist filter is optimized by 
the steepest gradient method under only the con-
straint of Eq. 5. In the second st巴p，the discontinu-
ous points of this optimized filter ar巴modifiedto 
hold continuity， because the ideal decimation 
filters are continuous functions. 
In both steps， optimization of the filter is 
performed as taking the parameters of decima 
tion filter during -N and N as dependent vari-
able to hold the constrict condition of Eq. 7. 
The ste巴pestgradient method is giv巴nas 
follows， 
x;十1ニ X;-ogradX; 
Here， 
gradX = U(X +ム)-J(X)]/ 6. 
And， 
J(X) = max I H(Q)-Hd(O) I 
radian frequ巴ncy
Frequency response of the new optim 
ized decimation filter. (N = 32， and m = 
8). 
r----¥ 
Fig.2. 
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(7) i = 0， 1， 2，…， N-l. 
4. Design Specifications 
N 
frequ巴ncyindex 
N/2 
Power sepctrum of unit sample response. 
Where， x;is a parameter vector at repeating i 
1 times， J (X) is an evaluation function in which 
th巴 maximumripple is taken as the function 
value，品(0)is an expected value of ripples on the 
passband， H (0) is frequency response of th巴filter
on the passband， o isa stepping quantity， andムis
minute variation. 
Fig.3目
(9) 
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5. Comparison 
Figure 2 shows frequency response of仕lenew
optimized decimation filter. This filter satisfies the 
constraints of Eqs. 5 and 7， and the biggest ripple 
amplitude is smaller than Nyquist filter. 
Figure 3 shows power spectrum of unit sam-
ple response， when the new optimized decimation 
filter is employed in the ST-DFT Hilbert trans-
formers. This optimized decimation filter has the 
features that the biggest ripple amplitude on the 
passband is reduced， while the small ripples are 
dispersed over al of domain. 
This result is considered to rely on selection 
of dependent parameters to satisfy the constraint 
of Eq. 7. Further study wi1l be focused on the 
selection of dependent parameter in Eq. 7. 
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